CREATEYOUR
OWN ELECTRONIC
PERCUSSION DUO
Here Kitty

Kitty:

The trapKAT XL affe.
78 assignable pads

more than 12
years, CrossTalk, the
Electronic Percussion
Group at the University
Of Arizona, has been creat
ing music that is performed
entirety on electronic per
cussion controllers. The
group doesn't try to emu
late traditional percussion
ensemble music. Nor does
it play ~ \Vorld music " styles
using electronic instru
ments. Instead . it performs
new music in new ways
that expand the exper i
ences of the students and the
audiences that hear them.
Perhaps it's now time for the

F
Of

general drumming commu
nity - outside the hallowed
walls of educational institu
tions - to take the plunge
and create their own groups
for fun, profit, and creative
expression.
It's no secret that the
economy is in bad shape.
Every business owner is try
ing to shave off expenses
in an effort to add more
dollars to the bottom line.
And if you're a musician,
then you're also your own
business. While some per
formance venues, notably
clubs and small halls, have
totally gone under, others

have simply cut back on their
live music offerings - fewer
nights and/or shorter hours
- or have started to pay their
musicians less for the same
amount of work.
Necessity is the mother of
invention, and this could be
the perfect time to reinvent
yourself to create and develop

totally unique performance
opportunities. Think about
forming your own electronic
duo that could deliver all the
sound, power, and excite
ment of a larger group. The
basic math is really simple:
If you're currently playing in
a five-piece group and the
gig pays $300, you each go
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home with $60. But, if you're group is a
duo, you'll have $150 in your pocket at
the end of the night.
Just as the different parts of a band
need different equipment and gear, your
new electronic percussion ensemble will
have a number of moving parts. From
start to finish, here's all you'll need:
players, controllers, sound modules, and

Remember that
each type of controller
is going to be some
what better suited
than others for a
particular fundion
sound reinforcement, not to mention a
little knowledge going in.
This article will help you to answer
some of the questions you might have
and help you make some decisions that
could turn this dream idea into a reality.

Picking Partners
While all musicians are different, and it's
often a mistake to generalize, drummers
seem to work well with other drum
mers. Drummers don't have
the same type of ego issues as
guitar players, and they're more
reliable than bass players (but
don't tell them). With today's
technology, a duo (or trio) of
percussionists can produce
just about any type of sound
and any style of music that the
market might demand. And , the
creative collaborations that are
possible with a smaller group of
artists can often make the dif
ference between forward prog
ress and stagnation.
When you're trying to find a
partner for this project, look for
a musician with versatility and
an open mind for experimenta
tion. Someone who can play
with sticks, with their hands,
and with keyboard-based
instruments is going to provide
a boatload of possibilities for
creative interaction. With iust a

or two, an electronic percussion duo
could easily play clubs, concert halls,
and private or corporate events.
Don't worry if you or your partner
isn't a computer genius. With the quality
of sounds available out there, and soft
ware's recent emphasis on "ease-of
use ," it's actually more important that
you're both not afraid to jump into a
project to explore new sounds and new
modes of musical expression. Finding a
strong mallet player who can play some
keyboards or a mallet controller will
provide opportunities for expanded solo
sections without a great deal of pre
liminary programming. And believe me,
most vibraphone and marimba players
are on the lookout for new performance
and money-making opportunities.

Picking Controllers
One of your first decisions is going to
be what types of percussion controllers
you're going to be playing. Are you inter
ested in being more traditional (if you can
even be "more traditional" with an elec
tronic percussion duo) or more avant
garde? Atraditional duo might include
nothing more exotic than two electronic
drum sets. A non-traditional duo could
be as forward-looking as one player
performing with a Buchla Lightning while
the other is firing loops and one-shots
from a Novation Launchpad controlling
Ableton Live software.
The hardware you choose will
depend on a number of factors . If you

or your duo partner is a strong mal
let player (vibraphone or marimba),
you may want to include a malletKAT,
Xylosynth, or perhaps even an ampli
fied or MIDl'd version of the acoustic
instrument. An electronic kit or a
multipad is almost a requirement. The
physical movements and characteris
tics of banging away with sticks brings
energy, excitement, and familiarity to
an electronic performance. While an
electronic kit may not be as sophisti
cated as some of the multi pad alternate
controllers on the market, they can
be plenty powerful. And, as soon as
you output the MIDI messages to a hot
computer program , the entire world of
sounds is at your disposal.
Some of the newer alternate control
lers can be a godsend for controlling
sounds and creating MIDI mes
sages from physical actions.
They can also make a big con
tribution to the "wow" factor for
the audience. While it may be
pretty commonplace for drum
mers to see a trapKAT, ZenDrum,
or Trigger Finger, they are still
unknown to the vast majority of
laymen for whom you'll be play
ing. Some of the newer control
lers that you may want to con
sider are the previously men
tioned LaunchPad by Novation
and the Akai Professional APC40
- both designed for control
ling Ableton Live. The newly
released, second generation of
Korg's Wavedrum could be the
perfect controller for playing
with your hands.
Remember that each type of
controller is going to be some
what better suited than others
for a articular function. For

playa repetitive bass line, just about
anything from an electronic kit to an
ancient Octopad could easily do the
trick. However, if you're counting on
playing long tonal soundscapes while
you control filter , stereo panning, delay
values , and waveform shapes in real
time, you 're going to need something
with buttons and knobs .

Picking Sound Modules
If your controllers include self-con
tained sound sources, such as an elec
tronic kit, or something like the Roland
HandSonic, you'll be in good shape as
long as your sonic requirements don 't
go beyond what the factory has given
you. If you 're planning to fire sounds
through MIDI , create and play loops, or
"roll your own " sonic environments,
you'll need to move beyond the box to
external sound modules.
The marriage between control
ler and sound source really can't be
underestimated. It 's vitally important
that you consider what types of MIDI
messages you're going to be able to
send with your controller and match
those messages to what the software
will let you control. You'll notice that
I'm speaking in terms of software
programs rather than hardware sound
modules. There's a reason for this .
It's arguable that hardware-based
sound modules are perhaps more
stable than software, and maybe
that 's true , as a hardware-based
sound module is a closed system. That
old E-Mu Proteus doesn 't do email,
doesn 't run spreadsheets, won 't let
you access third-party plugins , or
watch YouTube videos. Since the man
ufacturer controls all aspects of how
the machine works and how it deals
with the outside world, it's less likely
to crash.
However, software is less expen
sive , more versatile, and more expand
able than hardware . In CrossTalk, we
started out using four samplers, which
then eventually grew to 15 different
sound modules. Setup and teardown
was a nightmare, and routing both
MIDI messages and audio signals cre
ated more problems than I care to
remember. In 2006 CrossTalk moved
totally to software. We 've never looked
back and we couldn 't be happier.
At first, Tascam 's GigaStudio pro
gram was our engine of choice. GS
sounds great, has a large selection of
soundware packages, and is easy to
understand in terms of user interface.
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Later, the group moved to
Kontakt and most recently
switched to Reason 4.0. Yes,
Reason isn't the hippest most
esoteric audio software on
the market, but it sounds
pretty darn good. In addi
tion, there are literally thou
sands of sounds produced
for Reason that program
mers give away free on the
Internet. As an added bonus,
it 's easy to create your own
sounds from scratch. We've
found that we can do just
about anything we need to
in Reason's environment in
terms of sounds and sound
manipulation. However, the
number one advantage we 've
seen by moving to Reason
is that it doesn't crash. This
last feature, not crashing, is
the single most important
consideration of any software
program you plan to use in a

live musical performance . At
a live gig, a computer freeze
brings the entire show to a
grinding halt. Not much fun
for you and a total bummer
for the audience.
I strongly suggest you get
a computer that you devote
exclusively to running sounds
for your group. Keep the sys
tem software clean and basic,
keep the hard drive optimized,
and keep the "crap" off your
machine, and you 'll rarely
have issues.
Going with software could
also mean you'll be able to
bypass a physical mixing
console. There are a num
ber of software programs on
the market that include vir
tual mixers that can control
a number of aspects of your
sound . In addition, programs
such as Reason or Kontakt
can read four independent
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MIDI controllers. This means
you'll be able to use up to
four different controllers on a
single computer system . How
easy would that setup be?
By running software on
your computer rather than

using hardware, you're going
to need a MIDI interface along
with an audio interface. I
know that there are hundreds
of choices out in the market
place, but I'm going to save
you a lot of time and money.
Get a four-in/four-out MIDI
interface such as the MOTU
Micro Lite or the M-Audio
Midisport 4x4. They're fast,
cheap, rugged, and small,
and run off USB power, so
you won't need to deal with
an extra power cable. Even if
you're going to start with a
single percussion controller,
a four-input interface will let
your performance rig grow.
In terms of an audio
interface, you could go the
cheap-and-easy way of using
the sound engine built into
your computer. But this isn't
really recommended. The
audio quality is going to suf
fer, and you'll be putting extra
stress on the computer's
processors . Instead, go with
a small and clean-sounding
audio interface such as the
M-Audio Profire 610 Firewire
or the MOTU UltraLite-mk3.
These units provide very
clean, high-quality sound
with plenty of audio outputs.
They are also solid, cheap,
and bus-powered. What more
could you ask for?

Sound Systems
I suggest you keep everything
as simple as possible, but
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largest of halls, you're going to need
to carry your own sound system. Even
if a club has a built-in rig, it'll likely be
designed to handle vocals rather than
musical instruments. There are two
ways to go that work perfectly well and
both use powered speakers rather than
passive ones.
One choice is to use powered key
board amps. Models like the Roland KC
series (the 350 and the 550), the Hartke
KM series (the 100 or 200), and the
Peavey KB series (the 3 or the 5) are all
good choices. They're relatively light,
provide plenty of sound, and can be
purchased at most major music stores.
The biggest advantage of this type of
amp is that it is designed to handle the
frequency response and tonal charac
teristics of synths that produce the full
range of audio frequencies from tight
and deep basses to airy leads. These
amps are often pretty sophisticated with
a number of individual inputs, line out
puts, straightforward EQ adjustments,
and headphone outputs.
The other route would be to use a
powered P.A. system. Units from Mackie,
QSC, JBL, and Yamaha are solid per
formers with good reputations for price/
performance. While they might not be
as versatile as some of the full-featured
keyboard amps, they are often a little
less expensive and come with a wider
selection of models and varieties than
keyboard amps.
Whichever direction you decide upon,
your sound-reinforcement system will
be simple, relatively easy to set up and
break down, and give you enough flex
ibility to work in most venues.

Even if you decide to go with a loop
based musical style, you may not be able
to cover all the parts you want to play in
real time. It's common practice now for
even the largest acts to use prerecorded
tracks in their shows. Sometimes these
tracks cover a few of the sounds that are
contained on a recording that might be
too difficult to reproduce in the real-time
world of the live concert. In other situa
tions the prerecorded tracks include the
entire band, even the lead singers (I'm

Using sequencing soft
ware you can easily
create backing tracks
and control them
through the start and
stop messages with
your MIDI controller

looking in your general direction, Ms.
Spears). Using sequencing software such
as Reason, Live, Logic, Digital Performer,
and others, you can easily create back
ing tracks and control them through
the start and stop messages with your
MIDI controller. As long as you can hear
the additional tracks, staying in sync
shouldn't be too difficult.
Depending on your needs, you can
Hints And Ideas
use automation to solve some of your
Once you have all the hardware and
creative problems. In many software
software up and running, all you'll
programs, you can automate certain fea
need is some music to play. Many of
tures to take care of themselves during
the musical styles that are popular
performance. You might use automation
to process the sounds in real time. For
today are based on playing loops. If
example, you can open or close a filter
you use Reason as your performance
software, you have a complete com to give the sound more movement. You
posing environment right at your fin could use this same technique to have
gertips. Other software for loop-based the pan position move from left to right
music includes GarageBand, FL Studio, during an extended solo. You might want
to automate an instrument's fade-in or
and Acid. There are enough loops
floating around to keep you in music
fade-out, or use automation to change
for the next 100 years! Working with
the balance of different instruments
loops is fun and easy, and while some within the mix.
may have strong feelings about work
Well, there you go, a new idea to get
ing with other peoples' creative loops, you additional gigs and more income.
others feel that, hey, it's more creative Find a buddy and get at it. Remember,
than playing covers. But, if you've got it's all about expanding your possibilities
and our options, and, of course, mak
a roblem with that, you're a drum-

